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Now What?

Today’s technology solutions are truly remarkable.
But now that you have an impressive set of tree data
and information, what do you do with it?
That’s where Davey Resource Group comes in. Whether
you have an inventory database, UTC mapping information,
or a management plan, we understand trees and current
technology. Davey can help you understand, manage and use your data to connect to people
and solve issues in your community. Our experts work with you to develop a custom solution to
turn your investment into a community beneﬁt.
After all, what would you expect from a company founded on arboricultural and technological expertise?
“Davey Resource Group has provided technological answers to the complex challenges we
face daily in the city parks of Los Angeles. We are continuously ﬁnding new applications for
the tools that DRG has given us, including supporting our requests for reimbursement from
FEMA following wildﬁres and seeking mitigation for park trees damaged by careless carnival
operators. Davey’s expertise has proven to be an invaluable tool to help us manage our park
urban forest of nearly one million trees and a great investment of scarce city resources.”
—Laura Bauernfeind, City of Los Angeles
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Contact Us to Learn More: Davey Resource Group
800.828.8312 • info@davey.com • www.davey.com/resources
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y first SMA conference was in
Toledo, Ohio in 1990. It was a
tremendous experience. I discovered
that there was a whole new world of
possibilities available to me as a professional. At this conference I met fellow urban forestry practitioners who
thought as I did and experienced the
same challenges, frustrations, budget
shortfalls, and personnel problems
with which I was struggling.
The Toledo conference was nearly a life-changing experience! I was able to network with fellow city foresters,
arborists, horticulturists, and tree wardens. In addition,
every item on the program was very interesting and relevant to the issues I was trying to address in my community. Back in 1990 there were few opportunities for such
interactions. We did not have e-mail or Twitter; nor did we
have the internet with huge databases on demand. State
urban forestry councils and their respective annual conferences were not yet in existence.
So what’s the point? Yes, society has changed drastically
since 1990 and there are many more choices for the
urban forestry professional and his/her shrinking travel
budget. We all have more opportunities nowadays for conferences than money or time permits. My point is that the
SMA conference offers the total package: education, tours
of a city or part of the country that you might not otherwise see, and a very special quality called camaraderie.
This is the intangible benefit that SMA offers and has
incorporated into its motto, “Leading the world in building the confidence, competence, and camaraderie of the
family of professionals who create and sustain community
forests.” This is not an empty slogan. I have experienced
the camaraderie from day one. Others have made the same
comment to me; this is what sets our organization apart.
At an SMA conference you are immediately at home no
matter whether you are in Windsor, Ontario; Savannah,
Georgia; or Albuquerque, New Mexico. And there are tons
of friendly people who understand your struggles and
frustrations. Empathy and camaraderie abound! Mix that
with big doses of outstanding educational sessions, community tours, and plain old fun and you have a winning
combination. This year’s theme is, “Tree Economics: A
Smart Investment.” One of the featured events is an early
morning ride to the launch site at Balloon Fiesta Park for
the balloon festival which promises to be a spectacular
event. We’ll have you back in time for the first educational
session beginning at 10:00 a.m.
If you have never been to an SMA conference you are
truly missing out. Come to just one and you’ll be hooked
forever. I guarantee it. I hope to see you in Albuquerque
in October.

www.urban-forestry.com

I

am old enough to remember
when “distance education”
was all the rage and predicted to
be the end of face-to-face (F2F)
conferences. So, I admit to being
skeptical about the latest round
of technology, referred to as “Web
2.0.” Rarely is the latest advance
in anything an end-all, cure-all—
but we can view each advance
as an indicator of impending change in the way we
do things. In preparation for our recent mid-year
board meeting, the SMA board members reviewed
Learning 2.0 for Associations by Jeff Thomas Cobb,
which you can read at www.tagoras.com; follow the
link for “resources,” then “social media and learning.”
You may find it, as we did, an easy-to-understand
explanation of the current technological tools available to us, as well as a reference for more in-depth
reading about any of them.
As we try to understand how Web 2.0 can help us
improve your SMA member benefits, we will all be
dipping our collective toes into this tidal wave of
changing technology. Perhaps you are already familiar
with and using podcasts, blogs, social networking,
wikis—if so, we invite you to share your expertise
with us! If these terms are Greek to you, we invite
you come along with us and explore. We already
have a Facebook page, where you can post short
messages, donate to the UFF, post photos, and engage
with people from around the world. Recently we
experimented with an electronic issue of City Trees
and asked you to complete a survey describing your
experience with it. This fall we will offer you the
opportunity to cast your votes for SMA board members online. While few of us think electronic media
will ever replace face-to-face interaction, there is no
denying the substantial cost savings it has over print
and postage costs.
You can get your F2F fix in Albuquerque at our annual
conference in October. While we aren’t ready to add
a “virtual” conference component yet, we will create
a hashtag so attendees and Twitter followers can connect during the conference. More Greek? If you have
a phone and sign on to Twitter, which you can do
on our website, you can send electronic messages to
connect with one another. Maybe you want to meet
up with MFI grads at a local pub, or join up with others who are going to the balloon fiesta—no need
to know cell phone numbers, just hashtag it! Just
bring your toes to the Q, we have a great conference
planned, and we can wade into Web 2.0 together.
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SMA 46th Annual Conference and Trade Show

Tree Economics: A $mart Investment
October 3-6, 2010 • Hyatt Regency, Albuquerque, New Mexico
Register at: www.urban-forestry.com

Pre-Conference Events • Sunday October 3, 2010
Albuquerque Pre-Conference Workshop

UFF Run, Walk, or Watch and Climbing Wall

(Separate Registration/Fee Required)

(Separate Registration/Fee Required)

Sandia mountains • Photo: kipmalone.com

11:30 am – 4:00 pm
Nursery Practices – Seed to Site
Trees of Corrales Nursery on the Rio Grande, a setting of giant cottonwoods with views of the Sandia Mountains, is the location for this workshop. Learn how the nursery industry is working with municipal foresters
to create diversity in our urban forests. We will show how growers are
working to meet our planting needs and what it takes to go from seed
to site, with a focus on growing timelines, planting demonstrations, and
regional standards. Lunch and transportation will be provided.
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Civic Plaza • Photo: marblestreetstudio.com

4:00 pm – 5:30 pm
The conference hotel (Hyatt Regency Albuquerque) is the starting point
for a great walk along the famous Route 66 to Robinson Park, site of this
year’s UFF Run, Walk, or Watch. Historic buildings, famous sites, and one
of the oldest parks in the city will be along your route. Have fun and learn
a little New Mexico history. Across from the hotel is Civic Plaza where a
climbing wall will be set up (the tower with auto-belays will keep us all
safe). Timed climbs, races, and lots of fun will be had by all. Wear the right
clothes for running or climbing ... or maybe both! All proceeds to benefit
the Urban Forest Foundation (UFF). T-shirts go to all who register.

City Trees

Conference Agenda
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 3, 2010
11:30 am – 4 pm
Noon – 7:00 pm
4:00 – 5:30 pm
6:30 – 7:30 pm

Pre-Conference Workshop (see information at left)
Registration Open
UFF Run, Walk, or Watch & Climbing Wall
Opening Reception with Exhibitors

MONDAY OCTOBER 4, 2010
7:30 am – 4:00 pm
7:30—8:30 am
7:30—8:30 am
8:30 – 9:00 am

Registration Open
Breakfast with Exhibitors
First-Time Attendees Breakfast with
Organization Leaders
Welcome/Opening Comments

10:00 – 10:30 am
10:30 – 11:30 am

Break with Exhibitors
Living Highways Project

Scott Fogarty, Executive Director, Friends of Trees, Portland, OR
Friends of Trees (FOT) has persuaded Oregon DOT to allow tree planting
along the state right-of-way of I-205 which also has a multi-use pedestrian path running parallel to the highway (The Living Highway Project). For
the first time in the history of the department, ODOT is considering the
trees as public capital assets. FOT then creatively raised over $600,000
to plant up to 10,000 trees and native plants over 9 miles of highway. FOT
hopes to use this as a pilot project to change the way the city and state
look at green infrastructure as capital assets and hopefully to convince
the federal government that green transportation infrastructure should be
part of all federal transportation highway projects.

Gene Hyde, President, Society of Municipal Arborists
Albuquerque City Official (Invited)

9:00 – 9:30 am

Team Lorax: Speaking for Trees

Paul Johnson, Regional Urban Forester, Texas Forest Service, San Antonio, TX
This presentation will demonstrate how effective communication helps
advance our community forestry programs.

9:30 – 10:00 am

An Urban Forestry Lexicon: Toward a
Common Language

Steve Shurtz, Urban Forestry and Landscape Manager, City of Baton
Rouge, LA
Urban foresters must interact regularly with a variety of disciplines: architects, landscape architects, engineers, planners, politicians, volunteers,
and the like. Many of these have their own professional languages, terms,
idioms, and jargon. In order to foster improved effectiveness, it is imperative that the urban forester be capable of direct and effective communication with these “foreign” languages.

www.urban-forestry.com

Dried chiles – Albuquerque night skyline (below)
Photos: marblestreetstudio.com
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11:30 am – 12:30 pm
12:30 – 2:30 pm
2:30 –3:00 pm
3:00 – 3:30 pm

Lunch with Exhibitors
Local Tree Tour
Break with Exhibitors
Measuring San Jose’s Community
Forest: A Collaborative Effort

Elizabeth Lanham, Arborist Technician, City of San Jose, CA
The presentation focuses on the utilization of volunteers in a large-scale
inventory project in San Jose, CA as well as individualized program development to allow for a successful volunteer-based inventory.

3:30 – 4:00 pm

Putting Power Behind Urban Forestry

Lindsey Purcell, Urban Forestry Specialist, Purdue University, West
Lafayette, IN
This presentation shows how bringing environmentally-oriented organizations and local utility providers together can augment a municipality’s tree
planting budget.

Hot air ballons pre-launch filling • Photo by Ron Behrmann

4:00 –4:30 pm

7:30 am – 4:00 pm
6:00 – 10:00 am

Working With Your Local Utility
Forester

Anne Beard, System Forester, PNM, Albuquerque, NM
This presentation gives a basic overview of the rules utility foresters live
under, explaining what NERC and FERC are, working with your local
utility and UAA, and the benefits of working together from a utility point
of view.

4:30 – 5:00 pm

Extending the Professional Voice

Jerri LaHaie, Executive Director, Society of Municipal Arborists,
Watkinsville, GA
SMA is part of a larger coalition of national organizations that focus on
policy, education, and outreach efforts that effect urban forestry. Learn
how you can advance your local program through our national reach.

5:00 – 8:30 pm

Certified Arborist & Municipal
Specialist Exams

Pre-registration to sit for exam required. Contact ISA to pre-register.

TUESDAY OCTOBER 5, 2010
Registration Open
Balloon Fiesta

Take our new regional train to the Balloon Fiesta Park to watch hundreds
of hot air balloons ascend into the New Mexico sky, or watch from the
comfort of the top floor of the Hyatt Regency Hotel. Watch for balloons
every day at sunrise and sunset, an amazing sight!

7:30 – 8:30 am
10:00 – 10:30 am

Continental Breakfast
ANSI Updates

Gordon Mann, Consulting Arborist, Auburn, CA
This presentation will update members on the work of with the ASC
A300 Standards Writing Committee as well as on Risk Management,
Construction Management, and Soils Management standards.

10:30 – 11:30 am

Tree Procurement Contracts

Matthew Stephens, Senior Forester, NYC Parks and Recreation, Flushing,
NY
This presentation will identify the long-term benefits of instituting a tree
procurement program, including financial, ecological, and socioeconomic
benefits using New York City’s experience.

11:30 am – noon

Designing with Trees

Darren Green, Landscape Architect, City of Alexandria, LA
This presentation will introduce participants to the basic elements of art
and design as they relate to tree selection and arrangement within the
urban environment.

Noon – 1:00 pm
1:00 – 1:30 pm

Lunch with Table Topics
The Green Seattle Partnership;
Sustainability Is in Your Reach Today

Mark Mead, Senior Urban Forester, Dept. of Parks and Recreation,
Seattle, WA

Church at night • Photo: newmexicostock.com
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Learn how to build your positive goals on input from the community and
partners, empower your passionate citizens in real outcomes in your
forests, translate goals into clearly deliverable and attainable actions
and costs that can be communicated by partners to decisions makers,
and message the true value of developing and sticking to monitoring and
internal evaluation as part of overall success of the program.
City Trees

To help plan your visit to Albuquerque, see the Albuquerque
Convention & Visitors Bureau site: www.itsatrip.org

1:30 – 2:00 pm

New Opportunities for Expertise:
How to Take Advantage of Future
Development Directions

Dan Staley, Owner DCS Consulting Services, Aurora, CO
Identify key opportunities to expand professional practice, learn key strategies and techniques to take advantage of these opportunities, and learn
new practices of other professional disciplines that arborists can adopt to
expand their practice.

2:00 – 2:45 pm

Plan or Pay: The EAB is Coming

Steve Cothrel, Superintendent of Parks & Forestry, City of Upper
Arlington, OH
Using the Emerald Ash Borer experience, this presentation will show you
how to review current threat levels from invasive pests, appreciate the
economic impacts of various management strategies, and understand the
need for planning ahead.

2:45 – 3:15 pm

Break

3:15 – 4:15 pm

Modifying Street Tree Plantings to
Maximize Canopy

Mark Duntemann, Owner of Natural Path Urban Forestry, Oak Park, IL
Participants will be given the tools to evaluate their planting program
and make modifications specific to their community to optimize canopy
contribution over generations.

4:15 pm – 5:00 pm

Estimating Tree Canopy Cover

Connie Head, Consulting Urban Forester, Technical Forestry Services,
Commerce, GA
The objective of this presentation is to inform municipalities, tree
board members, and municipal staff of a user-friendly method
of measuring the amount of tree canopy and other land cover
in their community, and to inform them on the uses of such a
baseline of information.

5:15–6:00 pm

SMA Business Meeting

7:00–7:30 pm

Reception and Silent Auction

WEDNESDAY, OCT 6, 2010
7:30 – 9:00 am
7:30 – 8:30 am
8:30 – 9:00 am

Registration Open
Continental Breakfast
What’s New with i-Tree

Scott Maco, Manager of Ecosystem Services, Davey Resource Group,
Kirkland, WA
This presentation will review the most recent updates to the i-Tree software and preview future updates.

9:00 – 9:45 am

Networking: Building Our Community
Forest Partnerships Online

Dorothy Abeyta, San Francisco Bay Area Municipal Liaison, Society of
Municipal Arborists, San Jose, CA
Learn to take advantage of online networking opportunities through
professional organizations (such as SMA Municipal Liaisons), Facebook,
LinkedIn, and other social networking sites to collaborate on projects,
problem solving, and education.

9:45 – 10:00 am
10:00 – 10:45 am

Break
A Tool for All Seasons

John Thomas, Associate Director / City Arborist, District of Columbia
Urban Forestry Administration, Washington, D.C.
Through the use of recent case studies, the District of Columbia’s Urban
Forestry Administration will demonstrate how they have used technology to
respond to historic storms (response, work management, and FEMA reporting), managing the reporting requirements of ARRA funds, coordination
with utilities, and the leveraging of social media in shared stewardship.

10:45 – 11:45 am

Hurricane Ike’s Impact on the Urban
Forest of Galveston, TX

Pete Smith, Partnership Coordinator, Texas Forest Service, College
Station, TX
Using experiences from Hurricane Ike on Galveston, TX, this presentation
will demonstrate impacts of saltwater flooding on the trees, review FEMA
standards for tree removal, and help you to better understand the emotional
state of citizens so as to appreciate their attachment to community trees.

Proceeds to benefit the Municipal Arborist Exchange program.

11:45 – Noon

7:30-9:00 pm

Doug Still, incoming SMA President

Awards Banquet

www.urban-forestry.com

Closing comments
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Community Service in San José:
A Partnership for Success in Conducting Tree Inventories
by City of San José Arborist Technician Elizabeth Lanham and California Council on Science & Technology Policy Fellow Igor
Lacan • Photos by Elizabeth Lanham except where indicated

AmeriCorps members serving as tree inventory specialists

Introduction
In recent years, urban tree inventories have become an
integral part of urban forest management, yet for many
cities the cost of performing a tree inventory is prohibitive, especially in a time of continuing municipal budget
cutbacks. The problem may be especially acute in large
cities with large tree populations but declining staffing
levels in urban forestry departments.
San José, the largest city in Northern California (178.2
square miles (462 sq km) of incorporated area; population just over one million) has a very large street tree
population. However, its true size and diversity were
unknown and previous attempts to sample the trees
and estimate the population produced widely variable
results: the extrapolated estimates varied from 230,000
street trees to 343,000. In 2000 the San José Mayor
and City Council set a “Green Vision” goal to plant
100,000 net new trees in San José by 2022; however,
it was largely unknown how many tree planting opportunities (empty planting sites) actually existed along City
streets. In addition, the City was considering alterna-
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tive funding mechanisms for street tree planting and
maintenance, but those considerations also required
a complete tree inventory as a baseline. Funding was
not available to simply contract for completion of a tree
inventory, so a multi-stage approach was needed, as
was access to funding sources outside the City.
In 2009, the City Arborist’s office (part of the San José
Department of Transportation) began efforts to develop
a street tree inventory, with the intention of using the
data collected to develop a management plan for the
City’s street trees. Relying on multiple funding sources,
including a grant from the state’s forestry department
(CalFire), partnering with the local community nonprofit
organization, Our City Forest, and collaborating with an
independent consultant, Davey Resource Group, the City
planned to conduct its inventory in multiple stages.
We began with four student interns who tested the
equipment and database structure that would be used
for the inventory while conducting a 3%-sample survey according to the i-Tree Streets sampling protocol
continued on page 31…
City Trees

We’re Growing FAST

because the trees
we water do too!

Cut watering labor
by 2/3rds!
Dramatically
increase survival
rates and vigor,
even in drought!
Plant trees in
places (and at times)
you never thought
possible!

Available in 15, 25, 35 and 45 gallon
capacities, with costs ranging from
$7 to $18.

Call today to find out more!

(800)951-8123
www.urban-forestry.com

Designed by:

SO-5437A
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ANSI A300 Representative Report
by Gordon Mann, sharkmann@suddenlink.net

As I write this update, we finished the busy ANSI Spring
Meeting March 23–25 in Baltimore, Maryland. The majority of the meeting was spent discussing standards; we
reviewed four: Soils Management which now includes
Fertilization; Roots and Root Zone Management, a new
section; Tree Risk Assessment, a new section; and
Construction Management.

KLYN NURSERIES, Inc.
3322 SOUTH RIDGE RD. • P.O. BOX 343
PERRY, OHIO 44081
TELEPHONE: (440) 259-3811
FAX: (440) 259-3338
1-800-860-8104

DOUG YATES
�����������������������������������
��������� ����������
dyates@klynnurseries.com
Call Doug to help determine your tree needs.
• 1800 Species and Cultivars in Catalog
• Excellent Reference and Information Guide
• Diverse Tree Inventory

������ ������������
klynnurseries.com
Password: route84
User Name: klyn

We agreed to send the Soils Management and
Fertilization and Tree Risk Assessment drafts back to
the subcommittees following discussion. The subcommittees will make changes then send the drafts back to
the full committee and then out for public comment with
the goal to have the drafts approved at the fall meeting.
Construction Management and Transplanting will also
be revised by subcommittees then sent back to the full
committee. They are intended to be sent out for public
comment prior to the fall 2010 meeting. Roots and
Root Zone Management is being reviewed by the subcommittee and will be sent out to the full committee.
Discussion is planned for the fall 2010 meeting.
The committee received some very thoughtful comments
about Tree Risk Management and Soils Management
and the discussion was lively and productive. I cannot
stress enough the value of your review and comment on
the drafts. I appreciate those that take the time to send
me your comments first so I can respond to you prior to
the closure date for comment submission. Each comment sent to the A300 committee has to be reviewed
and responded to by the committee. It is extremely helpful when a comment questioning the proposed wording
is accompanied by a suggested revision or edit.
From the municipal perspective, the standards should
help us better manage our urban forests. The standards
should help us write our specifications, permit conditions, ordinances, and policies. I approach the standards discussions with this in mind. If there are parts
of the standards that do not support your needs, please
let me know. I send out the standards for review via the
SMA Listserve and Website Bulletin Board.
I envision SMA members utilizing the tree care professionals, nonprofits, and community leaders in our cities
to support the implementation and use of new standards, ordinances, permit conditions, and procedures.
The rich composition of the A300 committee serves
as a model to us all. It includes the utilities, large
companies, nonprofits, municipalities, Forest and Park
Service, and researchers working together.
Here’s to clear specifications!

Gordon
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In this issue…

Contributors

Lance Davisson is the Urban and
Community Forestry Program Manager for
the State of New Mexico. He is a graduate of the 2009 Municipal Forestry Institute
and an ISA Certified Arborist.

Vince Mikulanis is a Project Manager with
the Davey Resource Group. He manages
utility and municipal projects throughout
California and the Southwest. He is an ISA
Certified Arborist and Utility and Municipal
Specialist and is an executive committee
member of the San Diego Regional Urban
Forests Council.

Elizabeth Lanham is an Arborist Technician
for the City of San José, California,
Department of Transportation. She is a
graduate of the 2010 Municipal Forestry
Institute and holds a B.S. in Environmental
Studies from San Jose State University in San
José, CA.

Jeff Shimonski is an ISA Certified Municipal
Specialist and is Director of Horticulture at
Jungle Island in Miami, Florida. He also runs
a consulting company, Tropical Designs of
Florida.

Igor Lacan is a Science and Technology
Policy Fellow with the California Council
on Science and Technology in Sacramento,
California. He is an ISA Certified Arborist.

Know someone doing outstanding urban forestry work?
Nominate them for an SMA Award!
Please see the Nominations Information on the SMA Web Site, www.urban-forestry.com, before
the deadline of August 1, 2010.
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SMA ONLINE STORE NOW OPEN
Show your SMA pride!
Wishing for some great SMA logo gear? Then look no
further. The SMA Web Store is now online, featuring
shirts, caps, patches, lapel pins and more. We think
you’ll find some things you’ll like at prices you can
appreciate. Show the world you’re an SMA member.
The Web Store is managed by Global Promotions
& Incentives, LLC, a company that specializes in
online sales and marketing. Global PAI provides
quality merchandise on a secure site.

To Visit the SMA Web Store Now
Just visit www.urban-forestry.com and scroll down to
the web store link. Once you’re on the web store click
the “Product Gallery” link to make your selections.
We’re interested in your response to these items,
plus we’d like to hear from you about other items
you’d like for us to offer. Remember, we’re here to
serve our SMA members!

DON’T FORGET – YOU WON’T
FIND THESE ITEMS
ANYWHERE ELSE!

Providers of progressive urban forestry
management services to a national client base.

Did you know that the US Forest Service
shareware I-TREE Streets and ECO:

• can generate important
cost / benefit statistics that
inform your current program?
• is an important tool for
maintaining or garnering
increased budgets?

VALUE 250

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY

24

PRICE $

95

Natural Path can map and provide
output reports from I-TREE Streets for
most municipal tree inventory data in
less than one week. Make a difference.

FOR A LIMITED TIME
with promo code: ISAV250

GET YOURS ONLINE, BY PHONE OR AT A PARTICIPATING Vermeer DEALER

SherrillTree.com
14

800-525-8873

Natural Path Urban Forestry
www.naturalpathforestry.com
email: natpath@earthlink.net

(773) 699-7284
City Trees

342

reasons to visit the
‘All New’ HunterTrees.com!
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85+ Varieties
33 NEW Varieties for 2009/2010
Color photos of every variety and size we sell
(342 and counting)
Detailed information about each variety including
mature size, hardiness zone, and outstanding
characteristics
Current availability and prices for registered users

Everyone

gets to take advantage of our
Quantity Discounts!
New customers are privy to the same discounts
when purchasing multiple trees of the same variety.
Discounts start at ﬁve trees per variety and
accumulate to the level of 50+ trees. Log on to
www.huntertrees.com to ﬁnd out more.
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�����������������������

Buy direct

from the Grower and Save!
New Prices on many varieties. Take advantage
of Hunter Trees premium quality and selections
at unprecedented low prices!
Avoid the middle-man markup.

Hunter Trees, LLC is a producer of
premium, ﬁeld-grown shade trees,
evergreen trees, and ornamental trees.
From our Talladega County, Alabama growing operation
we offer a selection of sizes ranging from 1.5” to 7” caliper
and 4’ to 30’ height to landscape professionals in USDA
plant hardiness zones 5-9.

���������®������������

����������������������

For sales contact: Phillip Hunter, Toll Free: 866-348-6837, 866-TREEFAX, Cell: 205-296-6401
phillip@huntertrees.com
www.urban-forestry.com
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Board Member Profile: David Sivyer
Next my career path led me to the Texas Forest Service
where I worked to establish a state urban forestry presence in the greater Houston-Galveston area. Shortly
after moving to Texas, however, the news that I would
soon be a father forced me to seek a position offering
greater security than was afforded through my grantfunded position with the Texas Forest Service.

Can you tell us about your educational trajectory?
David Sivyer: During high school I had no aspirations
to attend college. Following graduation I worked as an
auto mechanic for four years and obtained state certification in several categories. Increasing computerization
of automotive ignition and electronic systems in the
mid-1970s drove me back to the classroom for auto
mechanics—and ultimately, forestry. I figured if I had to
continue my education I might as well pursue a degree
in a field that channeled my passion for the outdoors
through a natural resources career track.
I completed my undergraduate studies through a cooperative program between Kent State University and the
University of Michigan, where I earned dual BS degrees
in pre-natural resources and forestry, respectively.
Nearly 13 years later I took advantage of an off-campus
graduate program offered by Virginia Tech and completed an MS in horticulture.

Your career trajectory?
DS: Dr. Harry Morton, my academic advisor and forest pathology professor at the University of Michigan,
indirectly introduced me to urban forestry as a career
option through “urban case studies” evaluating disorders of shade and ornamental trees on campus. My
first urban forestry job as a tree and shrub specialist
with ChemLawn Services Corporation afforded me the
opportunity to observe, study, and treat various plant
pathogens on approximately 400 customer properties.
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And so less than one year after relocating from Michigan
to Texas, my growing family was off to Virginia where I
accepted a position with the Virginia Department of
Forestry as an area forester. I was assigned to the
Tidewater region (Norfolk-Virginia Beach), which included
urban and suburban land use as well as considerable
agricultural and forested acreage. This location enabled
me to provide traditional forest management assistance
to non-industrial private landowners and urban forestry
services to cities in the region. After a year and a half
with the Virginia Department of Forestry I was hired as
Norfolk’s first city forester, where I worked for 17 years
building a municipal forestry program. After a brief oneyear stint as city arborist with the City of Virginia Beach,
I accepted my current position of forestry services manager with the City of Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Tell us about your position now.
DS: I am responsible for directing a progressive
municipal forestry program encompassing natural
resource conservation, programmed maintenance, and
reforestation components. I administer a 15 million
dollar budget and a staff of 173 full time employees
that maintains a street tree population of 193,000
trees, 120 miles (193 km) of irrigated landscaped
boulevards, and a 160-acre (65 ha) municipal nursery
that produces 4,000 trees and 300,000 annuals and
perennials each year.
Milwaukee Forestry’s greatest strength is its talented
management team and highly skilled workforce. While
many of the urban forestry challenges facing large cities are shared by Milwaukee, there exists a culture in
our organization that recognizes that challenges and
opportunities are two sides of the same coin where
win-win solutions are minted through the refinery of
creativity, innovation, and a commitment to excellence. The energy that is created when challenges
such as Emerald Ash Borer become opportunities to
redefine best practices is very motivating, both personally and corporately.
City Trees

Leading a large progressive organization can be very
demanding and will consume as much time as you’re
willing to give it, particularly when it’s fueled by a passion that defines who you are, rather than what you do.
I wish I had more hours in the day to maintain the balance I strive to achieve between faith, family, friends,
and my chosen profession.

Can you talk about what has historically made
Milwaukee such a highly regarded hub of urban
forestry?
DS: I think it’s a combination of factors including
Milwaukee’s socialist heritage that considered the
City’s natural resources an asset owned by the public,
a century of strong leadership and vision, and welldocumented resource-based maintenance programs
that historically defined rather than defended budget
priorities. As Milwaukee’s first city forester was hired
in 1918, the City was practicing municipal forestry
decades before the catastrophic effects of Dutch elm
disease catapulted the nation’s urban forestry movement. Milwaukee’s well-established municipal forestry
program provided the perfect case study for pioneers
in the 1970s who coined the term “urban forestry”
and worked to advance research and professional care
of urban trees.

If you were giving MAs a tour of Milwaukee’s
urban forest and parks, where would you be sure
to take them and why?
DS: Nearly 60 years after Dutch elm disease was first
detected in Milwaukee, the City’s tree population is
still very much recovering from the devastating loss
of over 200,000 American elm trees. Consequently,
there are few really large heritage trees that could be
showcased. Most of the large parks in the City are
County owned and maintained. Instead of showcasing
the resource, I would focus on the programs and supporting infrastructure that best describe Milwaukee
forestry.
Milwaukee’s 160-acre (65 ha) municipal nursery, which
supports over 20,000 trees and 30,000 square feet
of greenhouse space, is impressive, particularly in the
spring when the greenhouses are ablaze with color.
The City’s 120 miles (193 km) of irrigated landscaped
boulevards, which have just undergone a $1.5 million renovation, are unique to large American cities.
Milwaukee’s comprehensive arborist training program
and tree protection programs are the best I’ve encountered in my career. And Milwaukee’s use of emergent
technology like hyperspectral imaging to map ash
trees and micro-fused tree injection technology to
manage risk associated with Emerald Ash Borer are
www.urban-forestry.com

programs that I believe would be of interest to municipal arborists.

How long have you been involved in SMA and
in what capacities? What has your involvement
meant to you?
DS: I have served on the Editorial Review Committee
(ERC) since 2006. In 2010 I was tasked with the
responsibility of chairing the ERC and was also elected to the SMA board. My experience with SMA has
been professionally and personally rewarding. I chose
to become actively involved in SMA over other tree
care and professional forestry associations because
SMA members truly make a difference at the local
level. I enjoy the camaraderie of other SMA members
and the free exchange of ideas and experiences that
is one of the hidden treasures of membership. And
I just enjoy spending time with others who share my
passion for trees.
My first SMA conference was 2007 in Hollywood,
Florida. I also attended the 2008 conference in
San Diego, California and the 2009 conference in
Savannah, Georgia. Each venue and conference program was very enjoyable and memorable. However, I
would have to say that Savannah was the most memorable due to the gorgeous live oaks that are the hallmarks of that charming southern city and the basis
for its rich urban forestry heritage. There is simply no
grander city for trees than Savannah.

What do you like to do in your free time?
DS: I enjoy spending quiet evenings with my family
watching older wholesome sitcoms like Dick Van Dyke
and Andy Griffith. I also enjoy serving in the music
ministry in my church, and I’m often occupied with
various home remodeling and maintenance projects.
I just completed a ten-month remodeling project to
replace our 1932 vintage kitchen, and I praise God
for my patient wife! And I love to sit on a high bluff
watching the waves crash the shores of beautiful Lake
Michigan. Before Rich Rodriguez was hired as the
head football coach at Michigan, I used to like watching my alma mater play football!

Anything else you would like to share?
DS: When my wife or kids ask me how I can work so
many long hours (usually evenings while doing my best
to remain engaged with family), I simply smile and say,
it’s not about what I do, it’s who I am.
Hire for passion; teach for skill.
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Partners Updates

State Coordinators

New Mexico Community Forestry: Creative and Collaborative ... Rethinking Green
Column and Photos by Lance Davisson, New Mexico Urban & Community Forestry Program Manager

Opportunity: immense community need and a progressive network of partnerships.
The New Mexico State Forestry Division quickly took the
lead and mobilized our valuable partners. We secured
approximately $25,000 in state funding (itself a major
success for a program that relies almost completely on
USDA Forest Service UCF funding) and embarked on
an aggressive one-year project to produce a community
forestry resource and initiative for the communities of
our state. The result: Plan Smart, Rethinking Green:
A Leadership Tool Kit for New Mexico’s Community
Leaders.
Community pocket park in the Laguna neighborhood of
Albuquerque, near Old Town

N

ew Mexico is a state rich in culture and history and
is one of immense social, demographic, and geographic variability. This variability and our state’s large
size create many challenges for the development of
sustainable community forestry programs in our cities,
towns, and villages. Fortunately, our state has an expansive network of progressive, knowledgeable professionals who see these challenges as opportunities and are
dedicated to making our diverse communities and their
forests healthier.
Since the early 1990s, New Mexico has sustained a
statewide Urban & Community Forestry (UCF) Program.
New Mexico is known for our unique and successful
partnership with the nonprofit Tree New Mexico (TNM)
that has served to bring extensive resources and add
1 million new trees into communities throughout the
state. Other UCF successes have included: Think Trees
New Mexico, a nonprofit organization that has presented an annual tree care conference since 1986; New
Mexico Forest Re-Leaf, a state legislated tree planting
program created in 1990; and strategies and programs
that help protect our communities from wildfire.
About three years ago, we recognized the need for
our UCF Program to increase its relevancy to the communities of New Mexico. We wanted to show that the
services we provide and the benefits trees provide
are essential to our communities and something
worth investing in. The Challenge: re-inventing our program in the eyes of New Mexico’s communities. The
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Some valuable components of Plan Smart, Rethinking
Green:
The Tool Kit (www.nmforestry.com, link to Community
Forestry)
• Can be used effectively by the primary target
audience (municipal leadership) or secondary audience (municipal staff or community
advocacy groups)
• SmartCard engages municipal stakeholders
in evaluating current and past programs and
focuses them on building Green strategies
for the future.
• Creative color presentation flows well, is
simple and loaded with resources that are
valuable to any community, large or small
• Development was guided by a professional
forestry marketing consultant
The Delivery
• Supported by the NM Municipal League—a
major partner in the project’s development
and implementation
• Based on individual consultations with each
community ... once our State UCF program is able to learn about a community’s
strengths, needs, and priorities, we can
begin helping them build a sustainable program that will truly work for them!
The publication and initiative were launched in July
2009 by the Community Forest Planning Group through
City Trees

The trees in this part of Albuquerque, Journal Center, are irrigated with reclaimed water.

two major kick-off events: (1) NM Municipal Officials
Leadership Institute retreat and (2) VIP Luncheon at
Los Poblanos Inn & Cultural Center (a place I highly
recommend visiting while you’re here in Albuquerque
for the 2010 SMA Conference & Trade Show). Since
the project launch we have seen rapid growth in interest
and energy statewide for community forestry projects
and programs.
Here is a snapshot of our success since July 2009:
• Initial “Trees & People” survey responses
from more than 430 citizens and professionals in 70 different NM communities
(47% community response rate)
• Six speaking engagements (national, regional, and statewide events)
• 142 Tool Kits distributed (121 in NM and 21
throughout the U.S.)
• Six percent of all NM communities have
completed a SmartCard and begun individual consultations with the State UCF
program.
• Nine percent increase in communities newly
engaged or significantly improved through
this program (includes three municipal
council members who are leading development of new community forestry programs
in their cities)
• Two new Tree Cities USA (the first new Tree
Cities in NM since 2002)
www.urban-forestry.com

Our state continues to improve
our ability to
serve the communities of New
Mexico and help
them understand
the value of trees
while maximizing
the benefits they
provide. In part,
from the success of the Plan
Smart, Rethinking
Green initiative
and from our
extensive partnerships, the discussion of comPlan Smart
munity forestry in
New Mexico is rapidly growing to encompass some
exciting new projects and initiatives:
•

Partnerships with NM water stakeholders and EPA resulting in regional Green
Infrastructure workshops and development
of progressive new projects

•

Partnerships with NM Environment
Department and neighboring states to discuss and investigate community forest benefits and address air quality concerns in
certain regions of the Southwest

•

Discussions are beginning for NM’s State
UCF Program to become a permanent partner in an annual New Mexico municipal
leadership training program.

•

The NM Nursery Industry is improving their
advocacy through a new NM Chapter of
the Colorado Nursery and Greenhouse
Association. This effort is being lead by
Andrew Lisignoli, current NM Chapter
Senator and Vice President at Trees of
Corrales (you can learn more about these
efforts at the workshop “Trees: From Seed
to Site” during the 2010 SMA Conference &
Trade Show in Albuquerque).

New Mexico is a state where collaborative people are
ready to Rethink Green in ways that are enhancing our
lives and environment in the Land of Enchantment.
Come join us in October to breathe the crisp clean
autumn air along the Bosque of the Middle Rio Grande!
We’ll enjoy showcasing the City of Albuquerque while
exposing you to some of the exciting urban forestry happenings of the Southwest.
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What Is the Exchange Program?
SMA is offering an exchange program for municipal arborists located around the world. SMA and contributing sponsors will fund airfare
and basic expenses for professional exchanges within the next year,
which will take place in spring or summer of 2011. Each participant
will spend at least one week visiting and working with another city’s forestry department. An “exchange” may be “two-way,” meaning that paired
participants take turns hosting the other, or “one-way,” where a selected
participant only visits a willing host city identified and approved by SMA.

What Is Required?
Participants will spend at least one full
work week with the host city’s forestry
department or arborist. Each participant will be required to write an article
for the SMA journal City Trees about
what he or she learned and experienced for the interest of the SMA
membership.

Why Sponsor an Exchange Program?

What Is the Deadline?

The purpose is to create a way for municipal arborists to exchange
urban forestry expertise, management ideas and technology through
“in-person” contact and on-site experience. What better way to find
out how other forestry practitioners operate than to spend time with
each other? We have much to learn from other programs in our own
countries and around the world, and we each have much to offer. Not
only will the program facilitate the transfer of knowledge, it will help foster
an international community of municipal arborists.

All applications must be received
by September 17, 2010.
Awardees will be notified by
December 1, 2010. The timeframe for the exchanges will be
determined by the participants,
with assistance from SMA program coordinators.

Who Can Apply?
A candidate must be a member of SMA. One can apply immediately upon joining. A candidate must be employed within the urban
forestry profession, preferably as a municipal arborist, for at least two
years. Knowledge of a second language is helpful but not essential,
although the application must be submitted in English. For a two-way
exchange, a chosen participant (or the host municipality) must be able to
provide lodging for the visiting participant (private homes are encouraged).
The willingness to host a visiting municipal arborist increases the chance of
being selected.

How Will Selections Be Made?
Two-way exchange pairings will be made by our selection committee on a “best match” basis. The number of participants will depend
on available funding. Selected participants will most likely be from cities
of similar size and climate, and speak a shared language. Ideally, each
forestry program will have or do something that the other can learn from
– a unique or exemplary program, site condition, problem, etc. The selection committee will consider if an applicant wishes to have an exchange with
someone from a preferred city, country, or region. Municipal arborists from
communities participating in the Sister City International Program that propose
an exchange with a sister city are especially encouraged to apply. One-way
exchange selections will be based on the applicant’s programmatic needs and
the potential for a viable learning experience.

Municipal Arborist
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apply on-line!

Exchange Program

Thanks to 2010 sponsors
• Davey Resource Group
• Wane3000 Tree Systems
• City of Savannah, GA

How Do I Apply?
Join SMA and obtain the application on-line at:
www.urban-forestry.com
Mail applications to:
Society of Municipal Arborists
c/o Douglas Still
Roger Williams Park,
Dalrymple Boathouse
1000 Elmwood Avenue
Providence, RI 02905
Or fax them to: (401) 941-5920
Applications (or any questions) can also
be sent by email to dstill@providenceri.
com. Note that due to City spam filters, you may have to send your application twice. Answers must be clearly
numbered, with none omitted, and all
application instructions followed.
City Trees

Welcome New SMA Members
Name

Alexander G. Thorburn
Barbara White
Bruce D. Austin
Bruce McLeod
C. S. Stilwell
Charlie M. English
Chris Latt
Christopher G. Fisher
Dan Treutelaar
Daniel G. Yarnell
Daniel L. Vincent
Daniel T. Sorrow
Darin Nerdin
Darrell K. Downey
David C. Etz
Dean Kahl
Deborah M. Hall
Denise Yoezle
Don Cafaro
Elizabeth Lanham
Gary Braus
Ian McDermott
James A. Cary
James J. Crowe
James Osborne
Jamie G. Thomas
Jason L. Horton
Jeffrey McSpedden
Jill-Anne Spence
Jim Mitchell
John B. Barabas
John G. Joestgen
John Reinhart
John Scott
Joseph C. Bates
Kevin J. Greene
Lawrence W. Weigelt, Jr.
Lorrie Fletcher
Mark E. Brumet
Mark Mann
Melinda Jones
Michael L. Garduno, Jr.
Michael Petonak
Michael R. Rayburn
Michael Stelter
Michelle A. Chartier
Mickey Riggin
Nadine M. Setzer
Nathan A. Birdwell
Norm E. Doerksen
Peter Todd
Rabbnawaz A. Shah
Rick Stanley
Robert T. Van Dam
Rory J. Quigley
Ryan D. Wakeley
Ryan M. Clark
Sharon Anderson
Simon J. Innaccone, Jr.
Suzy Latare
Thomas F. Dukelow
Tim Swanson
Timothy D. Simmons
Trevor Gardiner

Company

City of Richmond Parks Dept

City

RICHMOND
TROY
Rochester Parks Dept
ROCHESTER
District of Maple Ridge
MAPLE RIDGE
Town of Granite Falls
GRANITE FALLS
English Tree Service Inc
OKLAHOMA CITY
City of Miami Beach
MIAMI BEACH
Village of Lincolnshire
LINCOLNSHIRE
Waukesha County Parks
WAUKESHA
City Of Wooster
WOOSTER
Quality Tree Service of Michigan LLC
FREMONT
England Thims & Miller
JACKSONVILLE
West Valley City - Parks
WEST VALLEY CITY
PQ Partners LLC
CANTON
City of Rochester Hills
ROCHESTER HILLS
City of Madison
MADISON
TWIGZ LLC
MILFORD
DAVIE
City of Mountain Brook
MOUNTAIN BROOK
City of San Jose Dept of Transportation SAN JOSE
Township of West Orange
WEST ORANGE
UK&I Chapter of ISA
WEST MIDLANDS
LAS VEGAS
City of University City - Parks & Rec
UNIVERSITY CITY
City of Gardena - Public Works Dept
GARDENA
Spring Grove Nursery Inc.
MAZON
MISSION
HICKORY CREEK
City of Calgary
CALGARY
City of St Peters
FORISTELL
Davey Tree Expert Company
SEVILLE
Hayden Landscape Contractors
WAUCONDA
University of Guelph
GUELPH
ROSEMEAD
City of Vallejo
VALLEJO
Florida State Universtiy
SARASOTA
Weigelt Enterprises LLC
DRIPPING SPRINGS
SOUTHLAKE
Earth Advisors
PLANTATION
Plant Growth Management Systems
NILES
Unique Trees and Shrubs
LIVONIA
AME Southwest Inc.
GILBERT
Town of Boonton
BOONTON
HYATTSVILLE
Downers Grove Park District
DOWNERS GROVE
SASKATOON
Arbor Care Resources
MAYS LANDING
HARVIE HEIGHTS
LANCASTER
District of Central Saanich
SAANICH
CRONULLA
ARGONNE
Master Tree Care
NORTH
Diamond Tree Experts Inc
SOUTH SALT LAKE
Cobourg Parks Dept
COBOURG
PALATINE
England Thims & Miller
JACKSONVILLE
Ricci Landscape Mgt. & ArborCare Inc HEBRON
NEW PROVIDENCE
WARRENSBURG
City of Woodbury
WOODBURY
City of Medina
MEDINA
City of Delray Beach
DELRAY BEACH
Thoughtplanters Ltd
TEKAUWHATA

www.urban-forestry.com

State

BC
VA
MI
BC
NC
OK
FL
IL
WI
OH
MI
FL
UT
GA
MI
WI
MI
FL
AL
CA
NJ
UK
NV
MO
CA
IL
BC
TX
AB
MO
OH
IL
ON
CA
CA
FL
TX
TX
FL
MI
MI
AZ
NJ
MD
IL
SK
NJ
AB
CA
BC
NSW
IL
VA
UT
ON
IL
FL
IN
NJ
MO
NJ
OH
FL
NZ

SMA Membership Application
Application for Membership in the SMA
Please completely fill out and mail this INVOICE with payment to:
International Society of Arboriculture
Membership Department
P.O. Box 3129
Champaign, IL 61826-3129
(217) 355-9411 (press 3 for membership)
or email: membership@isa-arbor.com
Tax I.D. No: 31-1020171. Please make your check payable to:
The Society of Municipal Arborists
Be sure to check which type of membership you are applying for.
Descriptions of memberships are listed below.
Types of Memberships (check one)
❐ Corporate ($140)

❐ Professional ($75)

❐ Senior ($40)

❐ Student ($40)

List employees under the corporate membership at $25 each below.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Descriptions of Memberships
Professional – Persons actively engaged in municipal arboriculture or in related fields
such as: city forester, city arborist, shade tree commissioner, tree warden, or any persons officially in charge of city street or park tree planting and management, or their
assistants. Also, county, state, or federal employees who are charged with responsibility of assisting municipalities with arboriculture needs. Non-commercial people in
fields related to arboriculture, such as: landscape architects, scientists, and managers
of arboretums can apply. Annual dues are $75.00.
Senior – This subcategory of Professional membership includes retired municipal
arborists. Annual dues are $40.00.
Student – This subcategory of Professional membership includes full-time students of
a college or horticultural school, enrolled in arboriculture. Annual dues: $40.00.
Corporate – Membership for commercial companies representing products and services of the arboriculture field. Corporate members are entitled to one voting member,
and employees of the company are entitled to discount non-voting memberships at
$25 a year. Annual dues are $140.00.
Your Name: __________________________________________________________
City or Company: ______________________________________________________
Office Address: ________________________________________ Zip + 4 __________
Home Address if preferred: ______________________________ Zip + 4 __________
Phone: (

) ______________________FAX: (

) _______________________

E-mail: ______________________________ City Population: __________________
Job title, or if student, your major:_________________________________________
Please make your check payable to: “The Society of Municipal Arborists”
I, the undersigned, wish to apply for membership in the Society of Municipal Arborists. I
agree to observe all the rules of the Society and to participate as I am able in furthering its
objectives.
Applicant’s Signature
________________________________________________________ Date __________
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Successful Medians

C

hico, California did not have a standard for median
island design and construction when I started as
urban forester there in 1990. Design and construction
of the median was left to the discretion of the developer’s civil engineer so long as the curbing, island width,
and configurations met the City’s design standards.
Once that was done, the irrigation system design, landscape design, soil preparation, and planting methods
varied with the interest of the developer and how much
money they wanted to spend. As the person responsible
for maintaining the City’s landscape installations, I saw
firsthand how bad things could really get when landscaping was an afterthought.
A roadway must be sturdy and durable enough to support heavy loads for many years with minimal maintenance. To do that, all topsoil is removed down to the
subgrade, which is then compacted to at least 95%
relative compaction, and then base rock is added in
layers and compacted to at least 95% relative compaction. This process produces a dense air- and water-tight
foundation for the roadway curbing and paving. That is
great for paving, but guess what happens next?
In a typical median island landscape installation, the
curbing is set on top of the compacted base as is the
irrigation system. Topsoil is then placed from the compacted base to the top of the curb. With a typical curb
section at 12 inches (30.48 cm), the final planter depth
is 11 to 15 inches (30 to 38 cm). A 12-foot-wide (3.66
m) median island would on average have 12.5 cubic
5
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3
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Poor plant growth is not the only problem with poor
design and construction of median islands. If the base
of the roadway is solid, where does excess irrigation
and rainwater go? The water takes the path of least
resistance, usually between the compacted base rock
and pavement! What is the number one enemy of roadway base? Water! In Chico we could manage the summer irrigation to minimize excess water, but we could
not control the winter rainfall. As a result, many of the
roadway sections along older median islands suffered
from base failures and roadway alligatoring (cracking).
To correct this problem, I worked with city engineering
staff to develop a roadway/median section that included adequate drainage for the roadway and soil preparation for the landscaping. All base material was removed
from the median island down to native soil, which was
scarified. A 1:1 or 2:1 taper was cut in the base to support lateral loads under the roadway. Native topsoil was
placed in the median after the irrigation mainlines were
installed. Subsurface drainage was installed if subgrade
conditions prohibited water percolation. A 12-foot-wide
(3.66 m) median island would on average have 27 cubic
feet (.76 cu m) of soil per linear foot of median island
using this design.
In Hayden, Idaho, where I now work, the median islands
on Government Way were recently installed using the
Trees planted within shaded area shall
be standard form, (single trunk) spaced
40’ O.C. from median island nose.

8

4

9

1. concrete curb
2. four inch thick stamped
concrete

9

6. one foot concrete
mow band
7. planting area

3. two inch sand base

8. prepared planting soil

4. compacted subgrade

9. root control barrier

5. tooled edge

10. roadway
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feet (.35 cu m) of soil per linear foot of median island.
That is not enough to grow a tree, let alone additional
shrubs and ground covers in the landscape.

Lowest branches shall be 6’ minimum
height from top of curb. Maximum
shrub height 24”.

City Trees

older, typical design method. I am working through the
process of incorporating the Chico design standards
into the design standards for future median islands
here in Hayden.
Sight lines are a major concern at intersections,
especially at non-signalized intersections. In Chico,
California, sight lines at landscaped intersections are
determined using the following formula: sight line =
speed limit x 11. At 35 MPH, the sight line would be
385 feet (117 m).
Median islands are very effective at lowering traffic
speeds because the landscaping provides a visual
speed reference for drivers. Without the islands, there
is no visual reference for a driver to gage speed; traffic
speeds tend to increase as a result. Yes, drivers should
be using the speedometer in the vehicle. However, as
a side note, drivers aren’t paying much attention to the
roadway these days anyway, let alone the speedometer!
How do we convince developers to commit space for
medians? The challenge is to convince the local governing body to require them. If that can be accomplished,
the developers follow suit in order to obtain development approvals. In Hayden, staff is reviewing and updating all development standards, including median island
design standards. To ensure a buy-in by Council at the
end, I am making sure local interest groups and stakeholders have a hand in the process. Nothing deflates
the approval process faster than stakeholders standing
before a governing body and claiming to have been shut
out. My recommendation is to invite everybody into the
process early on. At that point, it is their decision to
participate or not.
What challenges remain for us in terms of medians? The
biggest challenge for any landscape is to fund ongoing
maintenance. Capital improvement dollars are usually
always there, but my recommendation has always been
to forego landscape improvement unless maintenance
can be funded. Put in all of the basics, such as sleeving,
water and power supplies, and communication facilities,
but no more.
Always include allowances for maintenance. Install at
least a one-foot (.3 m) concrete maintenance strip on
one side of the median island. That may be the only
maintenance access along a busy thoroughfare.
—Chris Boza, Community Forester, City of Hayden, Idaho

O

ur median landscape program is relatively new and
is getting about five million dollars a year through
Albuquerque’s Capital Improvements Plan funds. The
public works department installs the medians then
passes maintenance to the parks department. Over
half of the city medians have been landscaped. This
www.urban-forestry.com

new program uses basic templates citywide—loved by
the public works people but not so much by the tree and
landscape people who don’t like using the same three
trees everywhere in town. Besides being visually uninteresting, template designs don’t take into account site
specifics of neighborhood, potential for maintenance,
soil, and so on.
Median plantings are irrigated but not in a long-term
way. Parks is expected to modify the system as needed.
Soil volume is easy—we have huge medians—but it’s
not the most desirable soil. Public works tends to fill
with a lot of gravel. Also, our sandy soil (and irrigation
water) is very salty so trees must be chosen with this
in mind. These include goldenrain tree (Koelreuteria
paniculata), locust (Robinia pseudoacacia), lacebark elm
(Ulmus parvifolia), Arizona sycamore (Platanus wrightii),
and ash (Fraxinus sp.). We also use piñon pine (Pinus
edulis), chaste tree (Vitex agnus-castus), desert willow
(Chilopsis linearis), and New Mexico olive (Forestiera
neomexicana).
Sand accumulation is another problem. We are pretty
open land; when the spring winds come they bring in
sand and it fills in on top of the landscape fabric but
can’t be removed without cleaning off the rocks and
sifting. I saw a picture of someone using a wet/dry
vac at their home. In terms of garbage accumulation in
medians, our plantings are pretty widely spaced which
lets most garbage through when the wind blows. The
planters used to be filled with grass or shrubs, but now
with xeric guidelines, the City is reducing turf and planting well-spaced xeriphytic plants.
All new medians are designed with a drivepad (wide
sidewalk) for a work truck to park on. If the median
can’t be made wide enough for a drivepad, the designer
must identify potential places for workers to park and
cross traffic.
—Nick Kuhn, City Forester, Albuquerque, New Mexico

R

oadways with medians are often the most heavily
traveled corridors through a city. These medians
offer unique opportunities for municipal tree and landscape professionals to showcase plant materials and
leave a lasting impression on both citizens and visitors.
Well planned and maintained medians can generate a
tremendous amount of interest and enthusiasm from
the public, which can ultimately lead to strong public
support of local park and tree programs.
In Savannah, Georgia the planting of road medians
depends on the nature of the median. All new road projects go through a formal review process by the Site Plan
Review Team which consists of City staff from the following departments: Traffic Engineering, Water/Sewer,
Stormwater, Streets, and Park & Tree. Local city and
county government officials recognize the importance
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of trees and landscape and have agreed that all road
projects will include a landscape design component.
Median width is dictated by Traffic Engineering based on
traffic speed, volume, turning lanes, and vehicle stacking requirements. The City landscape architect designs
a landscape plan in consultation with Park & Tree.
Planting or renovation of established medians is much
less formal and is done purely at the discretion and collaboration of the Forestry and Parks administrators.
One of Savannah’s challenges is that it has several
established neighborhoods where drive-through traffic
has become an issue over the years as population and
traffic density have increased. This problem has become
a neighborhood safety issue and major source of public
complaints. An outside consultant was recently hired to
objectively analyze problem areas. He strongly advocated the installation of roundabouts for traffic control and
calming, with trees and landscape being a vital component. Several well attended meetings were held in City
Hall to discuss the consultant’s recommendations and
get all players on board. As a result, roundabouts will
be part of the solution to long-term traffic problems in
Savannah.
Since Savannah generally has a well established tree
canopy along the sides of its roadways, median plantings

Savannah has a tendency to charm and mesmerize visitors
through its beauty and history. A cathedral of live oaks (Quercus
virginiana) draped in Spanish moss creates a shaded corridor
along Liberty Street, with a colorful understory of mature azaleas.

The lacy white blooms of Chinese fringetrees (Chionanthus retusus) contrast beautifully with ‘Red Ruffle’ azaleas against a backdrop of
live oak along Abercorn median in midtown Savannah.
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Given Midwest winters and a city that prides itself on
clean streets, the effects of salt are always a challenge.
Prior to having a landscape architect on staff in Parks
& Open Space, the planting design was put together by
an outside architecture agency with little input from City
staff. Now the LA in Parks & Open Space contacts me
on the tree/shrub selections used on the City medians.
Experience has shown what plants are tolerant of salt
and what not to use. Evergreens are out. Ginkgo (Ginkgo
biloba), Kentucky coffeetree (Gymnocladus dioicus) and
Japanese tree lilac (Syringa reticulata) are in!

Azaleas (Rhododendron sp.) and loropetalum (Loropetalum chinensis) offer a striking floral display, shaded by century-old live oaks
along Oglethorpe median in downtown Savannah, Georgia.
Savannah • Photos by Bill Haws

often emphasize year-round seasonal color. Savannah
is well known for its Southern live oak (Quercus virginiana), which makes for a perfect dark green backdrop to
tree species that offer a profuse spring bloom as well
as striking fall color. My favorite is Chinese fringetree
(Chionanthus retusus), which explodes in lacy white
blooms in the spring and displays deep yellow foliage
in the late fall/early winter months. Chinese fringetree
also tolerates a wide range of soil conditions and exposures, while being resistant to breakage, insects, and
disease. Ultimately, you know you’ve achieved success
with median plantings when you receive dozens of calls
and emails every year asking ‘What is that and where
can I buy it?’
—Bill Haws, Forestry Administrator, Savannah, Georgia

H

ow are our medians designed? Here in Dublin,
Ohio, prior to the roadway design, Engineering has
a series of public meetings to review draft concepts
for potential roadway improvements, landscape treatments, and general corridor character designs based on
feedback from previous workshops.
The installation aspect is split between Engineering
and Parks and Open Space. Engineering oversees the
installation of the hardscape such as bricks/pavers and
stone walls, in addition to the paving, curbs and gutters. Parks and Open Space handles the new planting
installation, maintenance, and any future renovations.
The landscape architect in Parks & Open Space works
closely with Engineering during the design phase to
draw up and implement a plan for the softscape. New
construction projects always incorporate new topsoil. In
addition, Parks & Open Space blends compost in a 1:3
ratio in the planting beds and tree wells.
www.urban-forestry.com

Our ordinance spells out the requirements for line-of-sight
issues. We have two civil engineers who look for sight
issues and notify me if there is a landscape problem.
Trees are essential within a median, not only for aesthetics but also for slowing down traffic. Dublin’s new method
for traffic calming is roundabouts. Currently we have
eleven, with two in construction and seven in design.
Challenges? With Emerald Ash Borer in our neighborhood, it is a challenge to find large trees that will do well
in the harsh environment found on medians. Another
challenge is to find a way to keep motorists from running over the best looking and healthiest trees!
—Paula Chope, City Forester, Dublin, Ohio

T

he City of Milwaukee has 120 miles (193 km) of irrigated and landscaped boulevards that represent a
long-term investment in public infrastructure that is rare
in major American cities. Many cities have landscaped
boulevards in their downtown areas; however few
are as extensive and well developed as Milwaukee’s.
Milwaukee’s proud heritage of landscaped boulevards
dates back to the 1920s and expanded as the city grew
in the 1950s and 1960s.
Forestry designed the system based on a customer service philosophy responsive to residents and adjacent
property owners. The result was a visually striking boulevard system that is popular with the community. At the
height of its glory, Milwaukee’s boulevards resembled a
roadside botanical garden boasting 475 (192 ha) acres
of well manicured turf, over 3,000 stunning annual
beds, and thousands of shrubs and trees that required
a seasonal workforce of 120 employees to maintain.
The customer request service philosophy that fueled
rapid growth of landscaped boulevards during the mid
20th century could not be sustained under the fiscal
constraints of the 21st century. Many of the landscape
beds added at the request of residents, or by staff in
an attempt to conceal the base of light poles, irrigation vacuum breakers, and other street infrastructure,
were small and out of scale with the boulevard and
consequently added little value. Nevertheless, these
low impact beds still required multiple maintenance
visits annually to plant, water, weed, edge, and mulch.
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One of 300 new Signature Beds adorning Milwaukee’s boulevards • Milwaukee Photos by Scott Baran

Forestry recognized that for the boulevard system to
survive, significant restructuring would be necessary.
To ensure its future, Forestry developed a thoughtful
and deliberative plan based in part on recommendations from community representatives and landscape
professionals. The plan provides for long-term sustainability of the boulevard system based on sound design
principles and resource alignment. The plan also recognized that tough choices were necessary in today’s
climate of competing priorities and tight resources.
Forestry developed Sustainable Boulevards, Milwaukee’s
Strategic Boulevard Plan.

The hallmark of Sustainable Boulevards is the striking large raised signature landscape beds that are
being installed at key focal points throughout the city.
Signature beds average 1,200 square feet (111 sq
m) in size and include natural stone elements such
as boulders, Lannon stone (limestone quarried from
Lannon, Wisconsin), or recycled granite street pavers
and massed perennials (maximum of three species for
ease of maintenance), flowering shrubs, ornamental
trees, and annuals strategically placed at the noses
or along the borders of the bed for season-long interest. Signature beds also include modern drip irrigation
systems to conserve water and reduce operating costs.
Most signature beds are raised to provide an adequate
volume of quality topsoil and optimal viewing for passing motorists. In narrow boulevards, crushed granite
borders or annuals are placed closest to the roadway to
minimize impacts from road salt.
Sustainable Boulevards is in its third year of a planned
three-year conversion. During the first two phases
Forestry removed approximately 1,200 low-impact
landscape beds along 80 miles (128 km) of boulevard
and added 200 new signature beds at strategic locations and approximately 2,400 new shade trees on
connector boulevard segments. Phase III will be completed in 2010. The City’s budget allocation of $1.5

Sustainable Boulevards calls for:
• Removal of approximately 1,800 low-impact
flower beds to be replaced with grass and trees
• The addition of signature landscape beds at
approximately 300 locations throughout the city
• Planting 4,500 shade trees on boulevards
to increase tree canopy; and
• Conversion to an automated drip irrigation
system to save water and operating costs
Sustainable Boulevards identifies three distinct types
of boulevards: Gateway, Historic/Landmark, and
Connecting. Gateway boulevards occur at entry points
to the city and within the city limits at prominent areas
such as the central business district. Gateway boulevards also typically include an entrance sign that
is sponsored by local business, with 1/3 of sponsor
revenue earmarked for boulevard maintenance. As the
name implies, Historic/Landmark boulevards occur in
designated historic areas and at significant landmarks.
Connector boulevards support the majority of 4,500
new shade trees to be added to the boulevards.
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Milwaukee Gateway Signature Bed sponsored by the Milwaukee
Brewers
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million to construct the new signature beds is leveraged by Milwaukee’s municipal nursery, which grows
most of the plants required to support Sustainable
Boulevards at a substantial savings over comparable
wholesale purchase.

construction of landscape medians was carried out on
an ad hoc basis until the late 90s.
The run-up to the new millennium marked a turning
point for the City. In December of 1998 a team of City

So what makes Sustainable Boulevards sustainable?
• Low maintenance plant composition.
Simplistic designs utilizing perennials, flowering shrubs, and ornamental trees and
only limited annuals in signature beds will
reduce maintenance frequencies.
• Fewer, but larger landscape beds. The strategic placement of larger signature beds
near key intersections, commerce centers,
landmarks, and gateways to the city will
enable the beds to be serviced more efficiently than the smaller widely scattered
beds they replace.
• Water-conserving automated irrigation. Sustainable Boulevards replaces
Milwaukee’s manual overhead irrigation
system with a sophisticated automated drip
irrigation system. Automation of the irrigation system represents a significant savings
in labor costs.
• Replacement of 1,800 annual beds with
turf and shade trees. Additional mowing
acreage represents a relatively low incremental maintenance cost. Once established,
the new shade trees will be integrated into
the City’s five-year pruning cycle.

Recently developed median in Surrey British Columbia • Surrey
Photos Courtesy Surrey BC Parks

Milwaukee’s investment in Sustainable Boulevards will
enable the City to reduce its seasonal workforce by 18
employees, at a savings of approximately $160,000
annually, and ensure the longevity of Milwaukee’s boulevard system for years to come.
—David Sivyer, Forestry Services Manager, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin

S

urrey is a large city geographically, encompassing
317 square kilometres (122 square miles). As the
12th largest city in Canada, Surrey is rapidly evolving
from a rural and suburban area to a metropolitan area
with six distinct communities connected via an arterial
road network. It is this arterial road network that is the
focus for street beautification and the installation of
landscaped medians.
The landscape median program is rooted in a Counciladopted urban forestry policy of the 1980s. The policy
requires that space be allocated for street trees during
all road widening programs. However, the design and
www.urban-forestry.com

Mid-1990s Surrey median with no paved perimeter strip
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and consulting arborists, landscape architects and
engineers proposed a Millennium Median Beautification
Concept Plan (The Plan). The Plan stemmed from a
Council request, supported by a capital funding program,
to install landscaping to beautify the arterial streets
that connect Surrey’s distinct communities. The Plan
promoted a framework for a range of median types and
identified implementation project priorities. Many components of the conceptual framework are retained in
the City’s 2004 Guidelines for Arterial Medians. Because
the City’s engineers were involved from the beginning of
the process, issues such as sightlines and pedestrian
impacts were dealt with early in the process.
Integral to the median program success was support
from the City’s engineers for the adoption of a new
median construction standard that stipulated high quality growing medium provided in substantial depths to
support mature tree growth. Soil types and volumes are
specified according to City standards; independent soil
testing and staff inspections are required for all new
installations. The adequacy of the soil specifications
ensure that trees will flourish in the medians, adding to
the environmental integrity of the City.
Features of interest include a reduction of mown grass
and an emphasis on drought tolerant evergreen trees
and shrubs with a balanced selection of hardy deciduous and non-deciduous plants. The issue of drought
tolerance is important, as Surrey’s medians are not
irrigated. Bulbs such as daffodils are often planted at
key points along the medians, and species selection of
trees, shrubs and herbs allow the medians to achieve
distinct seasonal and floral effects while retaining green
foliage year-round. Maintenance is carefully considered
in median designs by including paved perimeters to
avoid debris and road-salt damage to plants; paved
staging areas in the medians reduce traffic congestion and increase safety for maintenance crews. The
required maintenance funding has been provided annually by Council through its Beautification Program to
ensure the upkeep of this substantial capital investment. Several kilometres of new medians are being
developed each year.
The City of Surrey is exploring options for concave cross
sections for medians that integrate rainwater and plant
selection that will help to create habitat corridors as per
the City’s Ecosystems Management Plan recommendations. Other local municipalities have begun to emulate
Surrey’s landscape medians. More information about
Surrey’s median program is available by email; write to
parksrecculture@surrey.ca.
—Owen Croy, Manager of Parks and Tiina Mack, Landscape
Architect/Parks Planning, Research and Design Manager, City
of Surrey Parks, Recreation and Culture Department
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n Minneapolis, Minnesota median planting strips are
valued yet have historically been underemphasized.
That has changed over the last ten years due to a
symbiotic relationship that has developed between
the Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board’s (MPRB)
Forestry Division and the City Department of Public
Works (PW). The creation of medians falls under PW
but the trees are planted and maintained by the MPRB.
Because the MPRB is a separate municipal government
agency, one may think that traffic and construction engineers would look at trees as an after thought. Actually
just the opposite is true. PW officials involve Forestry
Division staff from start to finish because there is a
high expectation that median trees will contribute to the
community.
The public’s vocal appreciation of trees is clearly understood by both city council members and the elected
MPRB commissioners. Capitalizing on this support,
the City and the MPRB adopted an urban forest policy
(UFP) in 2004. Among the components of the policy are
simple standards and guidelines for the size of medians. This helped formalize the construction of medians
with the emphasis on tree survival. Since then the UFP
has had an unexpected benefit by actually preventing
the creation of medians in places where there is not
adequate room for them.
Despite having this foundation in place, there are still
challenges when dealing with medians in Minneapolis.
The biggest challenge is tree survival. Wider medians
are better for several reasons; the most important is
the amount of root space. Another is that cars leaving
the road are more likely to strike trees on a narrower
median. This is especially true on icy Minnesota roads
that require deicing salts. Wider medians mean less
salt affecting the tree.
Unfortunately, preexisting conditions often dictate what
we have to work with. An ideal situation in Minneapolis
is on King’s Highway which runs through a residential
neighborhood. Not only is the median 25 feet (7.62 m)
wide, the traffic load is much lower than on major traffic
corridors. This means fewer tree collisions and far less
salt use. As a result we are able to plant a wide variety
of trees that provide great seasonal interest.
By contrast, Broadway Avenue was reconstructed in
2005 with no plans for trees in the median—that is,
until a council member got involved. His demand for
trees posed an interesting challenge for the 8-foot-wide
(2.44 m) medians. Not only would subsoil have to be
removed and replaced but heavy traffic would certainly
result in occasional collisions with trees. The MPRB and
PW negotiated the amount of soil replacement so as to
fit the budget. ‘Accolade’ elms (Ulmus ‘Accolade’)were
chosen because of their ability to withstand tough growing conditions. Since then some of the original trees
City Trees

have been replaced. However, the results were well
worth the effort.
Another extreme median makeover took place downtown on Washington Avenue where existing 12-footwide (3.66 m) medians were paved with concrete. The
mayor received funding from the EPA to plant trees in
the downtown area. The most practical approach was
to excavate the concrete from the existing medians and
amend the soil to support trees. PW construction crews
performed the preparatory work. MPRB crews planted
disease resistant elms (Ulmus sp.) and honeylocusts
(Gleditsia triacanthos var. inermis). In five short years
the change has been a positive improvement for this
very visible route.
The newest medians in Minneapolis were constructed
last summer on Lyndale Avenue South, a commuter
route running through both residential and commercial
areas. Because mature trees line the existing right-ofway, the road width stayed the same. This dictated the

median width, a whopping 7 feet (2.13 m). The medians
were intended for traffic calming purposes as well as
for tree planting. As a result the soil in the medians is
all new and runs the full length, over 350 feet (107 m).
Sixty-five new elms and ‘Autumn Blaze’ maples (Acer
x freemanii) will be planted this spring. Because the
street is extremely busy, we are planning to use treewatering bags so that that staff exposure to traffic can
be minimized. Time will tell how well these sturdy trees
fare.
In Minneapolis, the challenge of planting and maintaining trees in medians is only going to increase. Residents
recognize the improved appearance of neighborhoods
when medians are planted with trees. Satisfying this
demand serves to foster the political support that has
made tree care the MPRB’s most popular tax-supported
service.
—Ralph Sievert, Director of Forestry, Minneapolis Park and
Recreation Board

The 2nd Annual Run, Walk, or Watch is Coming!
Last September in Savannah, Georgia, a group of intrepid
athletes and their enthusiastic athletic supporters helped
kick off the SMA conference with the inaugural UFF Run,
Walk, or Watch event. This 5K (more or less) display of
pride and ignominy benefits the Urban Forest Foundation, a
non-profit affiliate of SMA. The UFF’s mission is to help support SMA programs such as the Arborist Exchange and the
Municipal Forestry Institute. That means we need your support and participation!
Everyone who registers to run, walk, or watch in Albuquerque
October 3 (4:00 p.m.) will receive a highly collectible t-shirt.
The course will be designed to facilitate easy exit for those
who choose to go a mile or two instead of 5K, and there are

www.urban-forestry.com

coffee shops close by for refueling. New this year will be a
climbing wall for those who prefer to travel vertically.
Awards for fastest male and female will be presented, but it’s
not a race unless you want to race. Awards for other noteworthy feats will also be presented at the finish line, and at
the annual SMA banquet. Registration for the UFF Run, Walk,
or Watch is listed on the conference registration form, and
your contribution to the UFF is tax deductible. Please join us
for an afternoon of fun and get the blood pumping. Or just
watch some of your sea-level friends and colleagues learn
what running without oxygen feels like (elevation ~ 5200 feet
(1585 m): let’s hydrate, people!) For more information, go to
www.urban-forestry.com.
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Utility Arborist Association

Profile: Anne Beard, Vegetation Manager, Public Service New Mexico
been in California. She knows that utilities will have to
adapt, but she sees that as positive. Anne says, “Our
strength in the industry is working with one another so
we can meet the challenges that come our way.”
Anne has dealt with a couple of actual and forecasted
hurricanes in her career. The first was Hurricane Bret,
which she refers to as “practice.” When she was working in Texas in 1999, Hurricane Bret was projected to
strike in Corpus Christi. Her utility went through the
motions of getting prepared only to have nothing happen—the storm turned away from Corpus Christi and
dissipated over the Gulf of Mexico. The preparation was
for naught—or, as Anne says, “Practice!”
In 2008, Anne saw firsthand the devastation of Hurricane
Ike and the large-scale restoration effort that was needed.
When she arrived in Texas the first week after the hurricane, people were pleasant and glad to see the help arrive
from the utility. “The earlier you go in, the better,” Anne
says. Her advice is “not to go into the disaster scene the
second week unless prepared for the onslaught of ‘When
is my power going to be back on?’” she says.

W

hen Anne Beard went to college, she didn’t go with
the intent of becoming a utility forester. In fact, she
doesn’t really think any of her colleagues in the industry
go into forestry school with that intent. But that did not
stop her from becoming a leader in the utility vegetation
management industry. She has had an amazing career
thus far, working throughout the United States.
Originally hailing from Illinois, she graduated from the
University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point. After college, she
did some seasonal work in New Mexico for the U.S.
Forest Service. When that position ended, she answered
an ad for a forester position and soon found herself
working an entry level position for Florida Power and
Light through a contractor. That led to a variety of positions created by buyouts and mergers and now she finds
herself as the Vegetation Manager for Public Service
New Mexico (PNM) in Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Over her career, Anne has seen much change in the utility vegetation management industry. She believes there
will be continuing North American Electric Reliability
Corporation (NERC) regulations coming from the federal
level; however, she thinks that states will become stronger in their regulations. On a local level, the vegetation
management industry will see possible cycle mandates,
budget mandates, and clearance changes. Distribution
lines will become more highly regulated as they have
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Fire is another disaster that can affect a utility. Anne
sees fire as a western issue more than a nationwide
problem, but she realizes that fire also effects the day
to day regulations that utilities are facing. Fire puts
the maintenance of distribution and transmission lines
under a microscope. That scrutiny is changing the way
that regulators want utilities to manage those lines. The
end result will be more changes that may be reflected
nationwide in the management of rights-of-way.
From where Anne sits, she has seen the movement
across the country for better working relationships
between utilities and municipalities. She is pleased with
her working relationship with the City of Albuquerque and
their urban forester, Nick Kuhn. He understands the PNM
mandate to reduce and manage risk and is supportive
of her efforts. The relationship between PNM and the
City is not formalized and both entities work together to
find common ground. Anne serves on the board of Think
Trees New Mexico and works with that group as their
treasurer to develop their annual conference in January.
Anne is a critical, active member of the vegetation management industry. “Utility forestry is an interesting field,”
she says. “It’s not real well known. We are foresters,
too—and sometime our colleagues forget that!” She
enjoys the collegiality of the industry and the friendly and
open atmosphere that benefits all of the players.
City Trees

…continued from page 10…

the urban forestry office had on hand: two mappinggrade GPS receivers (Trimble GEO XT and Magellan
MobileMapper CX) running ArcPad field GIS software.
The collected data could then be downloaded into an
ArcGIS database and stored as a point shapefile containing tree location and attributes. A Nikon Forestry
550 laser hypsometer was used to measure tree
heights and canopy widths, and a standard diameter
tape was used to measure diameter at breast height
(DBH). All equipment performed as expected.

S

“We were amazed at the dynamic team of
interns and AmeriCorps members who gave
such a great start to our street tree inventory
effort. Together we learned much more about
the size, diversity, and condition of our community forest in San José.”
—Ralph Mize, City Arborist, City of San José, CA

D

Hand-held iPAQ unit, a pocket PC used in the field

(February – December, 2009). The second stage was
a zone-based inventory conducted by 16 AmeriCorps
service members funded by a federal stimulus grant
provided to Our City Forest through the American
Recovery and Investment Act (June – December 2009).
The third stage (ongoing) is a zone-based inventory of a
commercial zone in northern San José, to be followed
by an inventory of the special assessment areas of the
City, which was conducted by Davey Resource Group
(October 2009 – present).

Pilot Study
In order to evaluate the options for our street tree inventory, the City hired four interns with prior experience in
tree identification, data collection, and/or geographic
information systems (GIS) to start a pilot study testing
the different means of data capture, various global positioning systems (GPS) and datalogging equipment, and
database structure. We decided early that the collected
tree data should be displayed on a map, which required
geographic coordinates attached to each tree, but the
software format was not specified (i.e., any format that
could be easily displayed in a GIS was acceptable, such
as ESRI shapefiles, Microsoft Access databases, Excel
spreadsheets, etc.).
Under the direction of the city arborist and arborist
technician, the interns tested the equipment set that
www.urban-forestry.com

However, in the field we quickly realized that using a
street map shapefile in ArcPad as a basemap and relying on the GPS receiver to “place” trees on the map
would result in unacceptable error in tree locations
(often exceeding 3 feet (1 m) horizontally). Purchasing a
surveying-grade GPS receiver (with a desired positional
accuracy of < 1 foot) was cost-prohibitive. Thus we took
a different approach. We used available high-resolution
aerial images of the entire city, on which the individual
tree canopies were usually clearly distinguishable, even
when trees were closer than 3 feet apart.
We loaded the images onto the handheld computer,
and were able to use the GPS to pan the image, thus
allowing us to use the image as a basemap in ArcPad.
In the field, as the surveyors approached a tree it would
appear on screen (the image was panned by GPS), and
the surveyors would then place the point (tree) on the
image manually, only relying on GPS to center the image
on screen. The tree coordinates were thus derived from
the basemap image (rather than from the GPS data),
resulting in much greater positional accuracy, estimated
at about 1 foot or better (about 30 cm, horizontally) in
most cases.

Databases and Data Collection
We became aware during the pilot testing that ArcPad
with mapping-grade GPS units were not an appropriate
platform for use by non-professionals. Two concerns
emerged: (1) the cost for the required eight GPS units
(quoted at > $750 each) and software licenses ($400
each), and (2) the difficulty of training people inexperi-
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Screen shot of Visual CE data collection form

Screen shot of TierraMapper, field GIS software application

enced in the use of ArcPad software and the potential
for data loss from misuse of the software.

observations, like the presence of damage to adjoining
curb and sidewalk) minimized the need for on-screen
typing. The form was also designed to meet our data
requirements and be synchronizeable with our desktop
database (Microsoft Access) and to contain the same
information as our existing GIS shapefile data.

On the hardware side, because we verified that a professional GPS receiver was not required to determine
tree location when an aerial image was available,
we selected a hardware setup that was considerably
less expensive, consisting of a handheld computer
running Windows Mobile operating system linked to
an inexpensive GPS with a wireless (Bluetooth) connection. We chose a pocket PC (HP iPAQ 210; $350
each) outfitted with a waterproof case (three models
tested: Otterbox Defender; Otterbox 1900, and DryPak), and connected to a consumer-grade Bluetooth
GPS ($60 each; two models tested: Holux M-1000C,
and QStarz BT-Q818x).
To reduce software costs—but still allow for the collection of data that could be imported into a GIS—we evaluated a combination of a field GIS software application
(TierraMapper mobile GIS; $130 per license) and an
application for creating data collection forms (VisualCE
Professional by Syware; $399; only a single license
required). We designed a form in Visual CE forms to be
simple to use, so that all information was entered on
a single screen, and the use of drop-down lists (e.g.,
for tree species) and checkboxes (e.g., for hardscape
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To collect data with this system, a tree inventory surveyor first switches on both the iPAQ and the GPS
and establishes the Bluetooth connection, then opens
TierraMapper and loads the aerial image (prepared by
the City arborist’s staff specifically for each inventory
team). Upon approaching a tree, it appears on screen
(as the aerial image is panned by the GPS), and the
inventory specialist then places a point on the aerial
image. This action opens a linked VisualCE form and
writes the tree coordinates (derived from the image
itself) to the file. After filling out the tree information, the inventory specialist closes the form, which
returns TierraMapper to the screen as the inventory
team moves on to the next tree. At the end of the day,
the inventory team returns to the office, connects the
iPAQ to a designated desktop, and simply opens the
VisualCE application on the desktop to synchronize the
data from the handheld.
City Trees

Training Methods and Materials
Once we finalized the equipment selection and data
collection protocol, we started the second stage of the
inventory, involving the 16 AmeriCorps members hired
by Our City Forest as “tree inventory specialists,” the
majority of whom had no prior training in tree inventories. Tree identification was the main focus of our training sessions.
After a brief tutorial on tree anatomy, we led the
AmeriCorps members on tree tours to provide tree I.D.
practice on common San José street trees. Once we felt
comfortable with the identification abilities of the service members, we began hands-on equipment training.
For the first few training sessions, the inventory specialists were separated into groups guided by urban forestry
staff along previously selected city blocks in order to
collect practice data. Each day, at the conclusion of the
practice session, we would review the data collected to
verify that errors were not being repeatedly made.
After two weeks of training and a field identification test,
the service members were ready to begin their inventory. The group was divided into teams of two inventory
specialists, given equipment, and assigned an area to
survey. However, monitoring of teams was very high at
first: all teams were assigned locations near the urban
forestry office (allowing us to quickly meet the team in
the field, if any problem occurred) and were given the
mobile phone numbers of urban forestry staff. In addition, urban forestry staff drove around to check up on
all eight teams to verify that no substantial issues had
arisen. Teams were encouraged to ask questions under
our open door policy.

Frequent check-ins were key to the project’s success.
Teams came into the office at least every other day to
synchronize the data they collected into our main database to help prevent any data loss. At this time, the
service members reported in and had the opportunity
to address any questions or concerns. We also held
weekly meetings in order to check in with the group as
a whole. Members were allowed to set their own schedules provided data was collected in a timely manner.

Quality Control and Program Evaluation
Originally, we planned to create a quality control system using a handheld GPS, but we quickly determined
that this could pose many challenges, especially with
data management. Instead, the arborist technician
obtained a sample quality-control worksheet from Davey
Resource Group, which the City arborist modified to
meet the City’s needs.
We began with a 1% random sample of the surveyed
trees and decided that the sample would be expanded
to 3% if the field check indicated excessive errors.
Urban forestry staff and student interns then revisited
the selected trees to verify the data collected by the
AmeriCorps teams.
To date, the quality control results show the data collected to be approximately 97% accurate. Most errors

The service members were provided several different
reference materials in order to assist their work, including city policies and guidelines as well as a copy of An
Illustrated Manual of Pacific Coast Trees (McMinn and
Maino, 1956). In addition, we developed a tree guide
depicting approximately 85 of the trees most commonly
found in the city of San José.

Managing the Americorps Tree Inventory
Specialists
Working with volunteers and community service members on a technical project can be challenging; however, our experience with managing the AmeriCorps tree
inventory specialists was generally positive. From the
beginning, it was determined that the arborist technician would be the first point of contact for the service
members in delegating field assignments, timecard
management, general questions and concerns, and
conflict resolution. Additional support was provided by
interns and staff for GPS, GIS, or database challenges,
and assistance with arboriculture questions and conflict
resolution challenges was provided by the City arborist.
www.urban-forestry.com

An AmeriCorps inventory team member at work • Photo provided
by Our City Forest
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encountered were minor measurement errors or omissions in noting a nearby hardscape problem (e.g.,
cracked curb). Very few species-identification errors
were present, and even fewer gross errors in measurement were found in the data.

(in the field!), training materials prepared and reviewed,
a schedule drawn up (allowing for delays and contingencies), and the entire program then approved by the
management (including possibly the human resources,
and/or the legal departments).

Lessons Learned

Some unexpected lessons we learned:

One advantage of working with community service
members is the potentially high productivity. Based on
the estimate generated by i-Tree Streets, AmeriCorps
members inventoried an estimated 37.11% of the
City’s street trees in a cost-effective way. The estimated cost of the data collected by the student
interns and AmeriCorps members was $1.96 per site.
Additional advantages include expanded community
awareness of street trees and urban forestry, as the
tree inventory specialists reported that city residents
frequently inquired about “their” trees and the City’s
urban forestry program.

- Consider partnering with a local non-profit organization.
Having the tree inventory specialists work through a
nonprofit organization, rather than through the municipality itself, provided greater flexibility and simplified
the process of hiring the service members. In addition,
partnering with a nonprofit organization may open up
additional funding sources or allow the City to use existing funding in more creative ways.

The limitations of working with community service
members include the need for potentially extensive
training, likely delaying the start of any data collection.
Another potential limitation is the need for close supervision of the members throughout the program. Finally,
the amount of work that has to be done before the
volunteers can even begin their training can be quite
extensive. All the field hardware, software, and datasynchronization protocols have to be thoroughly tested
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- Work with existing strengths and interests of different
people. In our group, we noticed that some participants
were most interested in tree identification, while others
were more comfortable with the iPAQs and laser hypsometers. Thus in each inventory team we paired up a
“tree person” with a “technology person.”
- Expect some separation. This happened early on in the
program but did not occur nearly as much as might be
feared. We began with 16 AmeriCorps service members
and had only three members leave within the first few
months of the program (one for health concerns, one for
schedule conflicts, and only one for lack of interest).

City Trees

- Schedule regular and reasonably frequent group-wide
meetings. We met with our tree surveyors weekly to
discuss data collection and tree identification issues
and to allow the members to share their experiences.
These meetings also allowed us to keep the survey
crews apprised of the overall progress, which was often
a great morale boost.
Relying on community service members in conducting urban tree inventories has thus far been uncommon. Nevertheless, as our case study shows, with
extensive preparation by the municipal staff, wellorganized nonprofit partnerships, and the right crew
of motivated community members, it can be done
quite successfully.
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SMA ONLINE STORE NOW OPEN
Show your SMA pride!
Wishing for some great SMA logo gear? Then look no
further. The SMA Web Store is now online, featuring
shirts, caps, patches, lapel pins and more. We think
you’ll find some things you’ll like at prices you can
appreciate. Show the world you’re an SMA member.
The Web Store is managed by Global Promotions
& Incentives, LLC, a company that specializes in
online sales and marketing. Global PAI provides
quality merchandise on a secure site.

To Visit the SMA Web Store Now
Just visit www.urban-forestry.com and scroll down to
the web store link. Once you’re on the web store click
the “Product Gallery” link to make your selections.
We’re interested in your response to these items,
plus we’d like to hear from you about other items
you’d like for us to offer. Remember, we’re here to
serve our SMA members!

DON’T FORGET – YOU WON’T
FIND THESE ITEMS
online ANYWHERE ELSE!
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Some Thoughts on Topping and Tropical Trees
Story and Photos by Jeff Shimonski, Director of Horticulture, Jungle Island, Miami, Florida

T

opping is a mostly unfortunate practice of making heading cuts on stems that are more than two years old. I
have seen the ill effects of this practice (see photo of topped
Delonix regia) in terms of tree structure and appearance.
Recently an arborist that I’ve known and respected for 30
years got fined by a Florida municipality for topping an
umbrella tree (Schefflera actinophylla). Topping is illegal in
that municipality, and normally I’d agree with the prohibition
against this practice.
However, from a practical point of view, I don’t understand
why my friend should be fined for topping an umbrella tree.
While attractive, umbrella tree is listed as an invasive exotic
here in South Florida, forming monospecific stands. The

The tropical flame tree (Delonix regia) is not a good candidate for
topping.
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wood is very soft and easily broken in high winds. The typical way to both keep umbrella tree in check (by reducing seed
production) and maintain its beauty as a specimen is to top
it every few years before it splits apart in a strong storm. This
is what my arborist friend had in mind.
In my experience working in hurricane territory, certain ficus
trees are also good candidates for topping, provided that follow-up restoration pruning takes place. While I was working
at the original Parrot Jungle (a privately owned zoological
theme park in Miami) from 1975 through the late 1990s, we
routinely topped the ficus trees in our park. If the tree had a
very wide canopy (over 30 meters/100 feet), we would only
cut about half of the canopy, leaving the other half to be cut
the next year.

This photo of a native strangler fig (Ficus aurea) shows the dates
and locations where the tree was topped. Subsequent thinning of
the new growth was done for two years following the initial cut.
This tree is at least 50 years old and in good condition.
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Restoration pruning was an essential part of the process:
When we topped a ficus, we would come back in two to
three years to select the two or three strongest and best
connected new branches growing out of the previously cut
branch (you can see an example of this in the accompanying
photos). These topping practices were done on F. altissima, F.
benjamina, F. microcarpa and the native F. aurea.

The umbrella tree (Schefflera actinophylla) is very attractive and
the fruit relished by birds. It is also an invasive species in many
tropical and subtropical areas, and its seed production can be
controlled by periodic topping.

It was our practice to top the largest trees first. In the year
proceeding 1992’s Hurricane Andrew, we had completely
topped six of the largest F. benjamina in the parking lot. I
saw firsthand the destruction this Category 5 storm inflicted
upon the park’s trees. All of the ficus sustained major canopy
damage except those trees topped during the previous year.
As of this writing, late 2009, those large ficus in the parking
lot are still in fairly good condition. They are well over 50
years old. The ficus trees in the parking lot and throughout
the rest of the park that hadn’t been topped by us ultimately
got topped by storms—and suffered major limb breakage.
When people plant fast-growing, potentially invasive tropical
tree species in storm-prone areas, we should consider topping as a legitimate method of controlling and maintaining
these trees. Proper follow-up pruning, in this case restoration
pruning, is essential. Those of us who contribute to local tree
codes should consider an exception to the across-the-board
prohibition on topping tropical trees.

A photo of a 60-year-old lofty fig (Ficus altissima), showing the
dates and locations of tree topping. Subsequent thinning of the
new growth was done the year following the cuts. The aerial roots
started growing after the first branch was cut. This section of this
massive tree is very healthy.

www.urban-forestry.com
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Tree of Merit
Chinese Flame-tree
(Koelreuteria bipinnata)

Chinese flame-tree (Koelreuteria bipinnata) • Photo by Vince Mikulanis

I

n parts of the country that lack the beautiful displays of
fall foliage color, Chinese flame-tree (Koelreuteria bipinnata) is an attractive option. This medium sized shade
tree actually provides two color displays: very showy,
abundant, and fragrant yellow flowers that cover the
entire canopy during late summer and pink-to rust-colored papery seed pod husks that replace the flowers in
the fall. The seed pods resemble Chinese lanterns and
when dried are used as an attractive complement in floral arrangements. Even the leaves provide color, emerging as pinkish bronze to purple in the spring, changing
to bright green in the summer, and in some parts of the
country, providing beautiful yellow fall foliage.
Native to China and other parts of Asia, the Chinese flametree has been used successfully throughout the temperate areas of the South and on both coasts of the United
States. Often confused with goldenraintree (Koelreuteria
paniculata), the Chinese flame-tree has more upright
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branches and has twice-compound leaves as opposed to
the single-compound leaves of its counterpart.
In its native China, the Chinese flame-tree is known
as luan. The flowers are used to make yellow dye and
in traditional medicine, and the tree is often planted
over the graves of scholars. Western “discovery” of
this species is credited to Pierre d’Incarville, a Jesuit
missionary, who collected the seed and sent it to the
Russian botanist Erich Laxmann. Laxmann classified
the species, naming it for Joseph Koelreuter, a German
professor of natural history. By 1753, the tree was
being grown in many places in Europe, reaching the U.S.
in 1811.
In areas where Chinese-flame tree has been planted, it
demonstrates the ability to grow and provide shade in
a variety of soil and planter types. Although preferring
well drained soil, it also grows well in clay soils and is
City Trees
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Chinese flame-tree pods in fall • Photo: toptropicals.com

used successfully in a variety of planting applications
including medium-sized (4- to 6-feet/1.2- to 1.8-m-wide)
tree lawns, park space, and parking lots. The tree grows
in USDA hardiness zones 7-10a and does best under
moderate water conditions but is also highly drought
tolerant once established. Growing to a mature height
of 40-60 feet (12 to 18 m), the Chinese flame-tree’s
majestic rounded but irregular canopy creates a welcoming shade spot when used in park settings. With
its two displays of color, the Chinese flame-tree is also
deservingly used as focal points in landscaping and
specimen tree selection.
To obtain the greatest benefits from your Chinese flametree, pruning and training is essential. Spacing the main
branches apart along the central trunk, along with pruning and training branches to grow up and out will help to
achieve optimal ground clearance and promote a larger
shade footprint. The tree should be planted in full sun
to encourage full canopy formation. There are no known
pests or diseases of major concern; in fact, once established the tree is very hardy and requires little maintenance. The Chinese flame-tree is also highly tolerant of
air pollutants and is excellent at absorbing smog, dust,
and other particulate matter. The Chinese flame-tree is
an important component of the street tree palette in
many southern Florida cities. However, in Florida, where
the species is listed as potentially invasive, care should
be taken when planting in open spaces or near natural
areas.
—Vince Mikulanis, Project Manager, Davey Resource Group
NOTE: Trees of Merit are not suitable for every climate and
site condition. Variations in regional performance will apply.
If you are using a Tree of Merit in your municipality, please
share your experience with it on the SMA Listserve.
www.urban-forestry.com

Beauty meets utility in this heat
and drought tolerant elm that
features a strong central leader
and mannerly, vase shaped
growth. Resistant to disease
and elm leaf beetle feeding,
it thrives in varied soils and
tough urban settings.

Wholesale Tree Growers
P O Box 189 | Boring, OR 97009
503-663-4128
Toll-Free 1-800-825-8202
www.jfschmidt.com

www.EmeraldSunshineElm.com
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Print Group

We Can’t Wait to See You in Albuquerque!

During Albuquerque’s Famous Balloon Festival
Society of Municipal Arborists 46th Annual Conference & Trade Show
Albuquerque, New Mexico October 3-6, 2010 • www.urban-forestry.com
Photo by MarbleStreetStudio.com
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